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Turning the PagesTM Book Specifications
Please complete/delete as appropriate
Institution name:
Date:
Document version:
Book title:
(This will appear on the
menu and top right when the
book is active)
Short description:
(The book title and short description combined should be no more
(This will appear on the
than approximately 125 characters including spaces).
menu)
Short book title:
(Please enter title shortened
to 1 word with no spaces.
Underscores may be used)
Delivery type(s):

Web versions (HTML5 and Accessible) and / or Kiosk version

Page content
Number of pages to be included your Turning the
Pages book (excluding fc, ifc, ibc, bc & spine):
(N.B. 1 opening = 2 pages)
Text
Will the book be accompanied by interpretative or
other text?
If yes, please enter approximately how many
openings will have text?
Will there be multiple pieces of text (for example
transcriptions or background information)?
If yes, approximately how many openings will
include multiple pieces of text?
Spread level text button label:
(max. 10 characters)
Book-wide text button label:
(max. 10 characters)
If there are openings for which no text exists,
would you like custom pagination to be shown in
the text panel?
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Yes/No

Yes/No

[default: “Read”]
[default: “Read”]
Yes/No
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Media
Would you like to include interpretative or other
media?
If yes, approximately how many openings include
audio, video or images?
Will there be multiple pieces of media?
If yes, how many openings will include multiple
audio?
Spread level media button label name:
(max. 10 characters):
Book-wide media button label name:
(max. 10 characters):
Pagination
Would you like generic TTP or custom pagination
displayed on the toolbar ?

Yes/No

Yes/No

[default: “Listen”]
[default: “Listen”]

Generic/Custom

Statistics
Book length (in cm or mm):
Book width:
Asset preparation
Would you like Armadillo to prepare the page
images ?
Are there any special instructions regarding
image preparation? Please discuss with Armadillo
first.

Yes/No
Please state: (for example there are holes in
the pages or the images need colour correction
etc.)

Customisation / additional functionality
Standard functionality is a book with a single text and media button. There is also the option of
including a single piece of book-wide text or media. Search functionality is standard in the HTML5
version.
Additional functionality could be extra pieces of text or media; animations; an index or highlights
feature with links to openings; links to web pages from the text and so on.
Would you like any extra functionality?
Yes/No
Please state:

Special notes / non-standard features
For example, in the case of a Hebrew or Arabic book, the book opens left to right or you would
like the book to appear pre-rotated.
Please state:
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For internal use
General book parameters:
Inside spine colour (RGB):
Pages spread across spine?

Yes/No

Kiosk book parameters:
View_distance (if applicable):
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